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Abstract 

In the experimental ITER fusion reactor, currently under construction in Cadarache, 

France, components close to the plasma will get activated and contaminated over time. 

Therefore, these components will need to be maintained remotely in a so called hot cell 

facility. The maintenance will be executed according to step-by-step procedures, with 

every procedure meticulously validated and formally described in an Operation 

Sequence Description (OSD). To support formal validation, OSDs are to be captured in 

an ITER-dedicated Structured Language (SL), a form of domain specific programming 

language. 

The Remote Handling Study Centre (RHSC), located at FOM institute DIFFER, 

Nieuwegein, The Netherlands, has an ITER Remote Handling Control Room 

representative setup which connects to a virtual ITER Hot Cell back-end environment. 

In this setup, Remote Handling maintenance scenarios and procedures can be tested 

under realistic conditions. 

In this thesis, a Structured Language for ITER maintenance is proposed, 

implemented as a prototype to capture several realistic operational sequences from 

existing projects, and integrated in the RHSC workflow. The Structured Language 

programs are converted to schedulable tasks, by inferring their resource usage and time 

duration from the structured task descriptions. 

These tasks are then scheduled using a proposed set of scheduling heuristics. The 

resulting schedule is subsequently submitted to many simulated executions, with 

random variation in the execution time of individual tasks. The variation that is applied 

in the execution time, is based on representative task execution times was measured for 

a recent and repetitive set of maintenance tasks performed at JET.  

It is shown that inserting a certain amount of slack in the schedule improves its 

robustness. ITER maintenance scheduling should account for uncertainty by including 

slack in the resulting planning. 
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1 Introduction 

At ITER (originally an acronym of International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor), 

Remote Handling will be used to execute maintenance tasks in a nuclear activated 

environment. Due to gamma radiation inside the reactor, it is not possible for humans to 

directly access the area or handle exposed items. Remote Handling is required to 

perform maintenance remotely in the Tokamak and in the Hot Cell Facility. 

1.1 Executing maintenance 

Maintenance tasks are typically executed by four-person teams, based on instructions 

found in Operation Sequence Descriptions. These instructions are intended to be 

captured in a domain specific language, readable for both humans and machines, called 

Structured Language. From files written in this language, a planning system can read 

the properties required for scheduling tasks. 

1.2 Maintenance issues 

Compared to routine maintenance in many industrial applications, Remote Handling 

tasks in ITER are complex in nature, and safety regulations require strict preparation, 

validation, coordination and planning. A scheduling system that can produce a planning 

such that maintenance tasks can be executed efficiently and effectively is the basis for a 

successful maintenance period [2]. Large changes in maintenance schedules during 

execution time are undesirable, as recalculating schedules will be costly and changing 

plans will cause confusion and increase risk of failure. Therefore, a planning system that 

produces robust schedules is essential. 

1.3 Thesis goal 

The goal of this thesis is to investigate whether it is possible to improve the robustness 

of a schedule and keep the overall maintenance task performance to remain relatively 

stable under uncertain real-life execution conditions. Real-life execution of the 

maintenance procedures will differ from the planning. For a variety of reasons, task 

execution duration is uncertain, and thus delays can occur. Researching robustness is 

done  by scheduling tasks, captured formally in Structured Language, according to the 

prototyped ITER scheduling approach. The resulting schedule is subjected to several 

robustness metrics. Introducing slack in the schedule should improve the schedule its 

robustness. 

1.4 Structure 

Chapter 2 gives background information on the ITER project. Chapter 3 introduces a 

Structured Language to capture the typical characteristics of the maintenance tasks to be 

scheduled. Chapter 4 discusses the scheduling techniques used, including a benchmark. 

A survey on robustness and uncertainty is presented in chapter 5, while chapter 6 

describes robustness measurements performed on several example tasks. The 

conclusions are presented in Chapter 7 and finally chapter 8 contains the 

recommendations.  
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2 Background 

ITER is an international nuclear fusion research and engineering project, which is 

currently building the world's largest and most advanced experimental Tokamak nuclear 

fusion reactor at Cadarache in the south of France. See Figure 2.1 for a drawing of the 

fusion reactor. The ITER project aims to make the long-awaited transition from 

experimental studies of plasma physics to full-scale electricity-producing fusion power 

plants. Construction of the facility began in 2007, and the first plasma is expected in 

2019. 

 

 
Figure 2.1: drawing of the ITER fusion reactor. 

Maintenance of the reactor is an important aspect. Activation and contamination of 

the materials will prohibit humans from accessing and working directly (hands-on) with 

the parts to be repaired or replaced. Instead, maintenance crews will work in 24/7 shifts 

through Remote Handling (RH).  

In ITER, remote maintenance operations will be performed in parallel at several 

locations, situated at various levels on the inside of the Tokamak: in the Neutral Beam 

Hot Cell, in the Cask Transportation System and in various work stations in the ITER 

Hot Cell Facility. All Remote Handling operations are coordinated and controlled from 

the High level Control Room. Up to 12 workstations with up to 4 operators each are 

foreseen. The entire remote handling system is called the Remote Handling Control 

System (RHCS). 

In the Netherlands, a center of expertise on ITER RH maintenance was established 

by the FOM institute DIFFER and Heemskerk Innovative Technology (HIT) with 
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funding from the national ITER-NL programme. This Remote Handling Study Center 

(RHSC) performs research and development on remote maintenance and analyses the 

Remote handling compatibility of specific ITER port plugs and procedures. 

The Remote Handling Study Center, located at FOM institute DIFFER, Nieuwegein, 

The Netherlands, has an ITER Remote Handling Control Room representative setup 

which connects to a virtual ITER Hot Cell back-end environment. See Figure 2.2 for a 

schematic drawing of the RHSC, containing a sample Remote Handling Control System 

workstation setup. In this setup, Remote Handling maintenance scenarios and 

procedures can be tested under realistic conditions. 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Remote Handling Study Center at FOM DIFFER 

One of the ITER studies supported by the RHSC is the Fusion For Energy (F4E) 

funded project “Standard Parts”, executed as several task orders under the Machine 

Assembly Framework. Prototyping task (TO04) aimed to demonstrate some key 

standards for the RH control system [11]: 

 Network infrastructure for communications (real-time and non-real-time). 

 Protocols for the communications over the network infrastructure. 

 A Structured Language for developing scripts for RH operations. 

 

The work described in this thesis builds further on these standard parts, and in 

particular on the provisional definition of the Structured Language for ITER 

maintenance. 
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3 A Structured Language to describe ITER maintenance tasks 

This chapter introduces maintenance in ITER, the need for a Structured Language (SL) 

for capturing maintenance tasks, followed by the grammar requirements and a 

discussion of the developed prototype. The last two subchapters show how SL programs 

are validated and how task properties are inferred from the SL programs. 

3.1 Maintenance on ITER 

Maintenance on ITER is done remotely, typically by four-person teams following the 

step-by-step instructions captured in Operation Sequence Descriptions (OSDs) An OSD 

captures a concise set of task descriptions, and defines exactly which team member has 

to execute which action using which resources. The OSD achieves the right level of 

detail by breaking up standalone maintenance tasks called Task Sequences up into 

smaller components, hierarchically, namely Tasks, Subtasks and on the smallest scale 

Steps. For an excerpt of an OSD, see Figure 3.1. In this figure, the different team 

member roles are denoted with colours, followed by an executable Step. 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Operation Sequence Description excerpt, from Steering Mirror Assembly OSD 

To capture Operation Sequence Descriptions in a more formal way and allow for 

machine reasoning, a small team of experts gathered in a Workshop and proposed a 

grammar for an ITER specific Structured Language. The Structured Language as 

foreseen to be used in ITER RH maintenance is a relatively simple instruction language, 

which should be machine readable as well as human readable. It will be used to create, 

store and execute instructions for RH operations. [11]. 

The core definition for SL instructions as shown in Figure 3.2 was made at a 

technical meeting on this topic [8], after the requirements [11] were already established. 

The last two fields of the definition are optional, meaning that Subject Verb Object 

Qualifier is correct, just like both Subject Verb Object and Subject Verb. Examples of 

this form of SL in use are 

 VR pickup boltrunner slave-arm 

 Powertool set speed 20 

 MO unbolt Bolt 

 VR calibrate 

 

At the meeting it was stated that only practical application would show whether this 

limited definition is sufficient to capture real maintenance tasks. This is addressed in 

this chapter. 
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In the original SL definition, the Subject refers to all possible actors which can 

understand or execute SL instructions – that is, operators in the team, but also other 

computer systems. The Verb refers to a limited number of pre-defined actions which 

can be executed (in principle: selected from a database of feasible actions). The optional 

field Object can hold information about what to execute the action on. The qualifier 

holds qualifying data for the preceding object or action. 

 

SUBJECT  VERB  ( OBJECT  ( QUALIFIER ) ) 
 

Figure 3.2: core SL instruction, with brackets denoting optional elements. 

The workflow of developing and using SL as envisioned is shown in Figure 3.3, 

exemplifying the different roles, actions and products envolved in the SL processes. The 

SL developer team defines the language, which is used by RH Engineers to model 

maintenance tasks. The resulting programs can be scheduled by a supervisor and are 

executed by teams of operators. 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Structured Language actors and their roles in maintenance 

For this study, the use of Structured Language to describe maintenance in a more 

formal way has several benefits. The structure of the language itself enforces a certain 

standardization in the way maintenance operations are prepared and performed. The 

formalism also make the maintenance sequence to become machine readable and allow 

them to be converted into schedulable tasks.  

By prototyping the entire workflow from language definition, task creation, task 

planning and execution, we expect to be able to analyze and improve the robustness of 

the resulting maintenance schedules, in a way that is as closely related to the actual 

ITER context as possible. 

The development of a language for capturing maintenance tasks falls under the 

domain of domain specific languages, programming languages dedicated to a particular 

problem domain. Several tools and frameworks exist for accomplishing this. Xtext, a 
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leading open-source framework for language development, was recommended for 

developing SL by a technical meeting on this topic [8] “due to its ability to create 

additional tools to support the production of domain specific language scripts such as: 

plugins to Eclipse complete with code correction & error detection features and parsing 

software created automatically.” Alternatives were Acceleo and ANTLR, which were 

considered backup options. 

3.2 Grammar requirements 

To create relevance with actual maintenance tasks, several existing OSDs, developed 

and verified at the RHSC, were used as input for prototyping SL. The current standard 

for OSDs is a spreadsheet with free format text fields, some indentation corresponding 

to the level of abstraction, and some implicit guidelines on content, such as “use verbs 

in the command form”.  

The existing OSDs were translated into a more rigid format according to the simple 

grammar defined in the SL workshop. When necessary, additional guidelines were 

derived from the original SL requirement specification [11]. The requirements regarding 

the most basic applications are: 

 The Structured Language must be simple, readable & easy to comprehend by 

both Humans (RH operators) & Machines. 

 The Structured Language will represent a sequence of RH 

equipment/personnel actions 

 The Structured Language should define all constructs to be formed in a 

fashion that conforms to a sub-set of Standard English grammar 

3.3 Grammar prototyping 

A grammar was developed as can be found in Appendix A: Structured Language 

Grammar, with which OSDs can be captured. 

An existing OSD was modelled in SL, which is shown in Appendix B: Structured 

Language Version 2 Input Program. The simple grammar as proposed in the SL 

technical meeting proved to be a useful starting point, but to not suffice for various 

operations: 

 It did not encourage re-use of code, by obligating modellers to write lengthy 

sequential instructions. The resulting redundancy can create problems when 

code has to be changed. New SL files cannot easily use existing elements 

from earlier developed SL files. To facilitate re-use of general pieces of code, 

so-called building blocks, maintenance tasks are kept in the hierarchical 

format in which they are also found in the OSDs. The notation that is used is 

curly brackets (‘{’ and ‘}’) to identify the blocks, preceded by one the 

keywords “TaskSequence”, “Task” or “SubTask”  

 Variable usage and scoping were lacking in the simple SL definition. When 

for example multiple bolt runners of different size are in use, they are are in 

practice sometimes still referred to as simply “the bolt runner”. Precise 

specifications like “the 12mm bolt runner from the tool tray” are made before 

executing the task or subtask. 

This is facilitated in the SL definition by having resources used in steps 

allocated using variables. Variables are scoped such that allocation of 

resources in task sequences makes them available in tasks, allocation in tasks 
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make them available in subtasks, allocation in subtasks make them available 

in steps. The variables can be found as “Name is Name” in the SL definition. 

 There was no possibility of defining what should be done when operations 

fail. For that, recovery procedures are added. Failing to execute a step 

triggers a defined recovery procedure, either the abortion of the execution or 

inserting another task with the aim of solving the failure. This is denoted by 

the “Or RecoveryProcedure” construct in the SL definition. 

 For repetitive actions, the definitions should be written just once, to prevent 

unneeded redundancy. Loops were introduced which capture repeatable 

procedures, parameterized with a list of intended targets. 

3.4 Validating SL programs 

Xtext boasts a broad suite of extension options. One of them is the possibility to add 

verification scripts. While parsing the grammar, an Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) is also generated. IDEs serve for providing commonly used features 

for programmers, in this case SL modellers. In the IDE, it is possible to attach 

validation components written in the original Xtext project, to validate input programs 

against the domain specific validity constraints. 

Validators have been written such that 

 All function calls refer to defined functions 

 Only function calls and variable assignments are used within task sequences 

 Only function calls, variable assignments and loops are used within tasks 

 Only variable assignments and commands are used within subtasks 

 

See Figure 3.4 for an example of detecting invalid constructs. In this figure, an 

executable action was used within a task, resulting in an error. 

 
Figure 3.4: Structured Language validation 

3.5 Inferring schedulable tasks 

For scheduling maintenance tasks, the time and resource usage of tasks has to be 

known. This can be automatically inferred from tasks written in Structured Language, 

by having a program inspect the syntactic structure of the written SL program. 

A script was written which extracts time and resource usage of tasks to be translated 

to a format readable by the existing task planning application. See Figure 3.5 for the 

resource and time usage inferred from the SL file found in Appendix B: Structured 

Language Version 2 Input Program. 
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Figure 3.5: time and resource usage inferred 
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4 Scheduling ITER maintenance tasks 

In this chapter, the scheduling for ITER maintenance is discussed, with the prototyped 

scheduling algorithm following. A description of two of the benchmarks of this 

algorithm follows. The chapter closes off with a possible optimization of the scheduling 

algorithm. 

4.1 Scheduling maintenance 

The reactor is shut down for some time when maintenance is required. For these 

maintenance periods, large maintenance schedules are developed. Planning for 

maintenance effectively is essential, considering a delay of a day costs the equivalent of 

a million Euros [2]. 

In the planning, personnel and resources have to be taken into account, fitting it all in 

a schedule containing typically around 500 task sequences, divided into up to eight 

different workflows. See Figure 4.1 for a small excerpt of task sequences planned both 

in parallel and sequentially in different workflows. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: parallel task execution (image from [10]) 

In ITER, maintenance requires the use of several resources, such as cranes, materials 

and personnel. Not all of the resources are known, but it is clear that some of these 

resources are scarce or interdependent. 

Other constraints in maintenance schedules are the transportation of casks containing 

maintainable components, which is only to take place at night, and the three 8-hour 

work shifts per day. 

Scheduling tasks in multiple workflows is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard 

optimization problem [4], with a complexity in big O notation of O(n!), where n is the 

number of schedulable tasks. With ITER being estimated to have no less than 500 tasks 

in a maintenance period, finding optimal schedules is not feasible. 

Heuristics is proven to be a good alternative for approaching an optimal solution [3] 

and is advised to be a candidate for planning tasks for ITER [2]. Alternative solutions 

such as linear programming and seasonal forecasting were also investigated but 

concluded to provide insufficient performance to adequately handle scheduling for the 

demanding and unpredictable ITER remote maintenance environment. 

Heuristics are tuned to performance indicators called Key Performance Indicators 

(KPI). In ITER, the primary KPI is throughput, with other relevant ones being 

robustness and feasibility. 
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The heuristics algorithm found in Chapter 4.2 is benchmarked against two cases. In 

the first case, described in Chapter 4.3, an optimal solution is found for a small amount 

of tasks. In the second case, described in Chapter 4.4, resource and workflow feasibility 

is dropped for calculating an optimum to which the solution is compared. 

4.2 Scheduling with heuristics 

Finding a schedule is done by first distributing task sequences, overlapping tasks in 

ITER, over the work cells. Each is scheduled in the work cell with the least workload, 

taking resource management into account using semaphores. The schedule is then 

optimized on task level to reduce waiting time. Further optimization is done by 

randomly sorting the queue of task sequences. Since the resulting schedule is dependent 

on the initial order of the tasks, this creates an opportunity for finding better schedules. 

This planning algorithm for generating resource and time-feasible schedules can be 

captured in pseudo-code [2]: 

 
1. Load queue of task sequences 

2. Randomly sort queue 

3. While task sequences in queue 

a. Assign next task sequence to work-cell with least 

workload. 

b. If resource conflict 

i. Linear search the queue for first task 

sequence that uses no conflicting resources 

ii. Reorder queue by swapping current task 

sequence with found task sequence 

iii. If no alternative task sequences found 

- Introduce idle time until all required 

resource(s) are available 

c. Remove assigned task sequence from queue 

4. For each task t in schedule, sorted by starting time 

a. If task has idle time before execution 

i. Move task backwards in time to end time of 

previous task in its work-cell 

ii. Find the set of conflicting tasks 

iii. If set is NOT empty 

- Move task forward in time to start right 

after task with earliest end time in set 

of conflicting tasks 

- Go to 4.a.ii 

iv. If set is empty; schedule task 

5. Save schedule S to collection of schedules 

6. Repeat step 2-5 N times 

7. Pick schedule S from collection with lowest turnaround 

time. 
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4.3 Benchmarking heuristics against absolute optimum 

To determine the quality of the schedules produced by the heuristics, they can be 

benchmarked against the optimal solution. An optimal schedule can only be found by 

trying all possible schedules. 

A tool which facilitates this is Uppaal CORA. It “finds the optimal paths to a state 

satisfying some goal conditions. Optimal here means the path with the lowest 

accumulated cost.” [6] The problem is modelled as Priced Timed Automata. Automata 

are abstract machines which transition between states, responding to some input. Timed 

automata take time into account. The costs associated with Priced Timed Automata can 

be seen as penalties for waiting in a state without making a transition. 

Tasks are modelled as processes, constructed from locations and vertices as shown in 

Figure 4.2. Tasks consist of a unique identifier, optionally a predecessor task, a duration 

and resources needed. New tasks are locked if their predecessor has not been completed 

yet. Tasks stay waiting until all resources needed for execution of the task can be 

allocated. Then tasks are in execution for a total of duration minutes, after which they 

release their resources and are done. 

In the different locations the cost’ variable indicates how much the cost function 

increases per unit of time spent in these locations. 

 
Figure 4.2: Task state diagram 

Uppaal has a set of possible verification statements, for model checking. Running a 

reachability analysis checks whether a condition holds in some state of the model. 

Querying all tasks to be completed eventually is a kind of reachability query. 

Multiple ways to reach a certain model state may exist. In Uppaal CORA, it is 

possible to find the model state with the lowest associated price, thereby discovering the 

optimal solution. 

The scheduling problem for which an optimal solution was found was based on two 

simplified task sequences, whose properties are inferred by the earlier described process 

in defining Structured Language. Only two resources used in these task sequences were 

taken into account. More task sequences proved to result in running into memory 

limitations, using more resources would result in a not-feasible expansion of the model 

file. Of each of the two resources, only a single item was made available. 
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The task sequences are the Steering Mirror Assembly (SMA) and the Mid-Shield 

Optics (MSO). Selecting more task sequences proved to be impossible with the chosen 

approach. 

The inferred properties from these tasks are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. In 

ITER maintenance, tools are normally allocated for the duration of the entire task 

sequence. However, for demonstration purposes, tools are seen as only required in the 

task in which they are used. 

 

ID Procedure Time [min] Bolt Runner? Hoisting Tool? 

MSO.0 Start Situation 0 0 0 

MSO.1 Cut Cooling Tubes 23 0 0 

MSO.2 Unlock Mirror Block 19 1 0 

MSO.3 Place Hoisting Tool 21 0 1 

MSO.4 Remove Mirror Block 17 0 1 

MSO.5 Place New Mirror Block 19 0 1 

MSO.6 Remove Hoisting Tool 16 0 1 

MSO.7 Lock Mirror Block 21 1 0 

MSO.8 Welding Cooling Tubes 23 0 0 

Figure 4.3: task-level view of MSO task sequence and its resource usage 

ID Procedure Time [min] Bolt Runner? Hoisting Tool? 

SMA.0 Start Situation 0 0 0 

SMA.1 Unlock SMA 21 1 0 

SMA.2 Place Hoisting Tool 29 1 1 

SMA.3 Remove SMA 29 1 1 

SMA.4 Place SMA 28 1 1 

SMA.5 Remove Hoisting Tool 25 1 1 

SMA.6 Lock SMA 21 1 0 

SMA.7 Welding SMA 35 1 0 

Figure 4.4: task-level view of SMA task sequence and its resource usage 

The resulting, optimal schedule found by Uppaal CORA is as is shown in Figure 4.5. 

At the start of the schedule, T=0, the first task of both sequences can be executed in 

parallel, because no scarce resource is used in these steps. At T=1 the second step of 

both tasks can be executed, since just one bolt runner is required. The next steps can 

only be executed sequentially, because the MSO task sequence requires both resources. 

After the completion of MSO.7 enough resources become available again for the SMA 

to finish its execution. 

The algorithm as put forward in 4.2 finds schedules of same length. For small 

problems, the scheduling algorithm produces optimal schedules. Note that even in this 

optimal schedule, there are significant periods where a resource sits idle or a component 

is not worked on. 

 

Time (min) Start execution (end time) 

0 MSO.0 (1) SMA.0 (1) 

1 MSO.1 (24) SMA.1 (22) 

24 MSO.2 (43)  
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Time (min) Start execution (end time) 

43 MSO.3 (64)  

64 MSO.4 (81)  

81 MSO.5 (100)  

100 MSO.6 (116)  

116 MSO.7 (137)  

137 MSO.8 (160) SMA.2 (166) 

166  SMA.3 (195) 

195  SMA.4 (223) 

223  SMA.5 (248) 

248  SMA.6 (269) 

269  SMA.7 (304) 

Figure 4.5: optimal schedule for MSO and SMA task sequences 

4.4 Optimization of schedules 

Because the scheduling algorithm generates schedules depending on the order of task 

sequences, shuffling the list of task sequences generates different schedules. On one 

scheduling problem, 1000 iterations of scheduling attempts were made. In Figure 4.6 

improvement of schedule performance is shown. The scheduling problem which was 

researched shows no improvement after iteration 56. The graph contains the minimum 

percentage of idle time in generated schedules. Schedules cost on average 20.37 

seconds to be calculated on an Intel i5 650 quad core CPU. Using this information can 

assist determining how many iterations of scheduling should be used when planning or 

rescheduling is required. 

 

 
Figure 4.6: improvement of schedules 

4.5 Benchmarking against theoretical optimum 

A relevant benchmark is looking at how much idle time is required to transform a 

theoretical amount of work, that is, the sum of duration of tasks, to a workable schedule. 

The theoretical amount of work is the optimum feasible when infinite resources and 

workflows are available and no constraints exist. Since this is not the case, it is a rather 

unreachable, theoretical optimum, but nonetheless a useful indicator to assess the 

performance of a scheduling technique. 

Benchmarking has been done using 1000 randomly generated problems for which 

schedules are generated, each of which had the best schedule after 8 iterations selected. 
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With this amount of schedules, results came across as stable. Increasing the number of 

iterations would result in longer calculation times and a significant improvement in the 

amount of idle time was already made. The schedules contain between 140 and 160 task 

sequences each, divided into 3 work cells. Resource availability is configured similarly 

to what is roughly expected for ITER. 

Results are shown in Figure 4.7. This compares the amount of work and how much 

idle time is required to acquire a workable schedule in percentages. On average, 45% 

idle time is needed. With this significant amount, nearly one third of the schedule as idle 

time, it is recommended to research where conflicts often occur and which resources 

cause conflicts, to improve the throughput of the schedule. 

 

  
Figure 4.7: idle time required to make a schedule work 
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5 Robustness and uncertainty 

This chapter contains an overview of robustness, of uncertainty in systems, specifically 

in ITER, closing off with how robustness can be improved. 

5.1 Task execution and robustness 

When doing maintenance, task execution duration is uncertain. In the Joint European 

Torus (JET), currently the largest fusion reactor, task duration takes on average 20% 

longer than planned [9]. This is expected to be similar in ITER. 

When uncertainty is known to occur, two approaches can be taken to address this. It 

can be fixed reactively, by adjusting the solution to fit within the disruption. It can also 

be attempted to be prevented by taking a proactive approach. This creates robust 

solutions. 

Traditionally optimized systems can be very sensitive to small changes, which are 

likely to occur in dynamic environments. A tight schedule leaves little room for delays. 

Finding robust solutions is appealing because their performance remains relatively 

similar in uncertain conditions. Robust schedules are able to absorb certain disruptions. 

Only optimizing for robustness leaves little room for actual quality of a solution. In 

practice, thus, a trade-off is made between robustness and performance. 

5.2 Sources of uncertainty 

Uncertainty can have one of four sources, as found in a survey on robust optimization 

[7] (See Figure 5.1): 

 A: a changing environment, such as an increase radiation levels, 

 B: actuator imprecision, for example imprecise master/slave communication, 

 C: output uncertainties, which could be failing to measure or predict system 

output correctly, and 

 D: feasibility uncertainties  

 

Figure 5.1: uncertainty sources (from [[7]]) 
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Uncertainty in maintenance in ITER is found by looking at task execution in JET, 

such as the installation of the ITER-like beryllium sliced wall, with its encountered 

challenges described in [9]. 

Here it is found that common sources of delays are 

 Reading, absorbing & understanding the operational procedures (type B 

actuator imprecision) 

 Orientation of camera view (type B, actuator imprecision) 

 Operational process failures (type A, changing environment) 

 Constrained RH feasibility (type D, feasibility) 

 

In another work on maintenance performance, it is found that performance varies 

largely across operators (type B, actuator imprecision) [12]. 

5.3 Improving robustness 

In the domain of scheduling, different robustness performance requirements address the 

various problems of non-robust solutions. Some of the requirements are 

 It can be desirable not to shift tasks across work cells, which could cause 

confusion, 

 It can be desirable not to have to do (computationally or financially) 

expensive re-scheduling, 

 It can be desirable to have a schedule with work flows which on disruption 

does not disturb other work flows. 

 

All of the schedule robustness performance metrics are improved by adding slack to 

the schedule. This enables the solution to absorb delay, preventing re-scheduling or 

shifting of tasks. 
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6 Measuring robustness of maintenance schedules 

This chapter describes how robustness can be measured. It describes the test setup 

which was used for assessing robustness, the metrics used, the tasks that were scheduled 

and the results of the measurements. 

6.1 Assessing robustness 

Robustness can be assessed in two ways, either directly or indirectly. A direct 

assessment of robustness constitutes proposing properties or metrics that indicate a 

solution’s robustness. By measuring robustness indirectly, the quality of a solution is 

assessed objectively under some uncertainty, as a derivation of the solutions quality 

function [7]. 

For this thesis, the indirect assessment method was chosen, because it is more hands-

on than the alternative, and it has been used in comparable work on robust schedules 

before [5]. 

6.2 Test implementation 

To test and compare the robustness of planning problem solutions, the approach as 

shown in Figure 6.1 and described in this paragraph is taken. 

A schedule is generated from a planning problem as described in Chapter 4.2. This 

schedule is replicated, with different amounts of slack between tasks. 0%, 1%, 3% and 

8% slack between tasks is researched, in the same order of magnitude as delays 

encountered at JET ([9], [12]). Assessing robustness is done indirectly in a way as put 

forward in [5]: a disruption in the schedule is generated randomly, simulating 

encountering uncertainty. The disruption is realized as a delay in a random task, picking 

the extent of the delay in minutes from a normal distribution function         with 

    and     . The two disrupted schedules are then evaluated by benchmarking 

them on the set of performance requirements for ITER, comparing the results with the 

duration of the schedule. 

 

 
Figure 6.1: component model of the developed measurement software 
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6.3 Robustness metrics 

For assessing the robustness of a schedule, the following task properties are taken into 

account: intended start time (denoted as tplannedStart), an actual start time (denoted as tbegin 

or tactualStart), duration (denoted as tduration). The end time (denoted as tend) is the actual 

start time plus the duration. Based on this the following three metrics for measuring 

robustness were defined: fluidity, disruptibility and locality. 

Two of the metrics are based on earlier work on robust scheduling [5] and have been 

adjusted to fit the used scheduling algorithm: 

 The temporal flexibility between tasks indicates the fluidity of the tasks: the 

ability for them to absorb temporal deviations with respect to tasks in its own 

work cell. In the formula, ti and tj are two different tasks. 

          
        

        
        

        
       

             
         

        
        

        
      
 
 

This metric divides the sum of idle time, which can be used to absorb 

disruptions, by the total amount of task execution time, namely the duration 

of the task plus the sum of idle time. It results in a number between 0 and 1, 

with 0 meaning no fluidity and 1 meaning maximum fluidity. 

 On delay, as few tasks as possible should be affected. Low numbers are 

desirable. 

               
            

          
  

This gives a fraction of disrupted tasks in comparison with the total amount 

of tasks, a number between 0 and 1, with 0 meaning no disrupted tasks and 1 

meaning all tasks disrupted. 

 

The third and final metric addresses the locality of delays and has been developed for 

this problem specifically: 

 Delays should be kept local; one work flow being delayed should not affect 

other work flows. In the formula, ti, tj and tk are different tasks, pi is a workflow 

and Tpi are all tasks in the workflow. 

           
 

  
  

 
 
 
   

               
               

 

          
                

               
 
       

  
          

        

 

 
 
 
 

               
     

 

 

For this metric, the total amount of late starts of tasks not caused by delays in its 

own work cell is divided by the total amount of delay in other work cells. These 

metric results in a number between 0 and 1, with 0 meaning all delays are 

propagated to other work flows and 1 meaning no effect on other work flows. 

6.4 Schedulable tasks 

Each scheduling problem used in the test has between 140 and 160 task sequences, 

selected from three available task sequences. These are the Steering Mirror Assembly 

(SMA), the Mid-Shield Optics (MSO) and the Diagnostics Shield Module (DSM). Their 
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time and resource usage is as shown in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.5 

respectively. The figures display the duration of the different tasks in the task sequence, 

plus the resources used per task. 

The schedule is calculated to be executed in three work flows, with resource 

availability as shown in Figure 6.5. Deciding on resource availability has been done 

based on the ITER System Requirements Document 23.6 [14], describing the Hot Cell 

Remote Handling System. The estimation of equipment available then was divided by 

the fraction that the three task sequences are estimated to represent.  
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SMA.0 Start Situation 0 X X           

SMA.1 Unlock SMA 21 X X  X X X  

SMA.2 Place Hoisting Tool 29 X X X X X   

SMA.3 Remove SMA 29 X X X X X X  

SMA.4 Place SMA 28 X X X X X X  

SMA.5 Remove Hoisting Tool 25 X X X X X   

SMA.6 Lock SMA 21 X X  X X X  

SMA.7 Welding SMA 35 X X  X   X 

Figure 6.2: SMA OSD, formatted compatibly with automated planning. 
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MSO.1 Cut Cooling Tubes 23 X X     X  X 

MSO.2 Unlock Mirror Block 19 X   X X X X   

MSO.3 Place Hoisting Tool 21 X X X    X   

MSO.4 Remove Mirror Block 17 X X X       

MSO.5 Place New Mirror 
Block 

19 X X X       

MSO.6 Remove Hoisting 
Tool 

16 X X X       

MSO.7 Lock Mirror Block 21 X X  X X X X   

MSO.8 Welding Cooling 
Tubes 

23 X X     X X  

Figure 6.3: MSO OSD, formatted compatibly with automated planning. 
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Figure 6.4: DSM OSD, formatted compatibly with automated planning. 

 

Resource Number of items available 

Mascot 4 

Crane Winch 4 

Bolt Runner (8mm) 4 

Torque Multiplier (8mm) 4 

Tool Extension 2 

Hoisting Tool 1 

Hoisting Tool Upper Port Launcher 1 

Upper Port Launcher Rotator 1 

Welding Tool 2 

Orbital Welder 1 

DSM Handling Device 1 

Vertical Rotator 1 
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Resource Number of items available 

Overhead Crane 1 

Mountable Gripping Feature 4 

Hydraulic Torque Tool 2 

Inspection Tool 4 

Bolt Runner (12mm) 4 

Torque Multiplier (12mm) 4 
Figure 6.5: resource availability 

6.5 Results 

For evaluating robustness, 10.000 planning problems were solved with the heuristics 

scheduling technique. Figure 6.6 shows results obtained for the three different metrics 

and the duration after a disturbance, on both the original schedule and the schedules 

with slack. 

 

 Fluidity Disruptibility Locality Duration 

0% slack 

(original) 

0,999998041 0,983995339 0,884057036 14016,1352 

1% slack 0,999998105 0,019404015 0,999283583 14588,7742 

3% slack 0,999998141 0,008979263 0,999755223 14875,7893 

8% slack 0,999998227 0,002333053 0,999986393 15595,9191 
Figure 6.6: robustness metric results 

Fluidity of the tasks only differ minimally. However, the small difference in the 

ability to deviate in time results in much lower disruptibility in all cases. Schedules 

without slack are extremely disruptable indicating a schedule with extremely high 

interdependency, where any delay affects many tasks. This is reduced to between 2% 

and 0.2% of tasks being impacted by a delay in the 1% and 8% slack schedule. Thus, a 

small increase in slack results in much greater stability. 

Inserting slack also improves locality. In the original schedule, delays were often not 

propagating to other work cells, with a locality rating of nearly 0.9, but when just very 

little slack is inserted delays practically never affect other work cells. 

To realise these improvements, duration is increased with 4%, 6% and 11% 

respectively in the schedules with 1%, 3% and 8% slack. 

Including slack in the ITER maintenance scheduling gives more reliable schedules. 

Not only do delays disrupt fewer tasks when slack is used in scheduling, the delays that 

do occur hardly affect other work cells. 

The trade-off between robustness and solution performance is to be made by the 

users of the system. Including more slack will continue to result in better robustness, up 

to a maximum when no disruptions larger than the slack occur. The ITER staff working 

on scheduling has to decide on how much robustness is required and thus what increase 

in duration will have to be accepted to account for this robustness. The presented results 

can help in making this decision.  
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7 Conclusions 

In the different areas a few conclusions can be made 

7.1 Structured Language 

A first definition of Structured Language to capture the essence of ITER remote 

handling maintenance operations was proposed in an ITER workshop on Standard parts. 

As part of this thesis, this language definition was implemented as a Domain Specific 

Language (DSL) in an Xtext environment to allow machine reasoning and automated 

testing of robustness. 

Using the original Structured Language in line with the minimal grammar as defined 

at the workshop was found too limiting to capture all the aspects of realistic 

maintenance instructions. Hierarchical building blocks, variables, link to recovery 

procedures and iteration structures had to be added to the grammar, to remedy and avoid 

the limitations. The resulting SL is able to capture the rich concept of realistic ITER RH 

maintenance tasks and still allow for automatic inference of properties such as resource 

and time usage. This language can be used to design, validate, plan, schedule, train and 

provide operational support of maintenance operations. Further assistance herein is 

provided by the written validation tools that come with Structured Language. 

7.2 Scheduling 

The schedules produced by the scheduling algorithm require a large amount of idle time 

to make them workable. This may be due to a lack of resources or simply due to the 

nature of the maintenance tasks, with activities that are inherently sequential. The 

scheduling tool can be used to systematically investigate this. Adding more resources 

will only reduce the degree of resource occupation and increase the average idle time 

The scheduling tool can also be used to investigate in a systematic way which 

resources are scarce, as they will occur the most on the critical path. This information 

could be useful as advice to ITER on procuring additional resources to reduce the mean 

time to repair.  

Running multiple iterations results in small improvements. When scheduling for 

maintenance, scheduling duration should be taken into account for determining the 

number of iterations.  

7.3 Robustness 

A framework for evaluating the robustness of ITER remote maintenance schedules has 

been proposed. Using this framework, it was shown that the introduction of slack helps 

to improve the schedules’ robustness considerably. This can be used as an incentive to 

include slack in actual RH schedules. The amount of slack should be in the order of 

magnitude of expected delays in the schedule, which in ITER can be based on JET data. 

 If planning is underestimated structurally (e.g. by basing duration expectations on 

the performance of the best operator), adding slack is of little use. Instead, schedules 

should be designed for an operator with average performance, and some additional slack 

should be added afterwards to increase robustness. 
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The goal of the thesis was to investigate whether it was possible to improve 

robustness of a schedule, which was successfully demonstrated in researching how 

slack improves robustness of schedules. 
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8 Recommendations 

A prototype of Structured Language has been developed, based on a workshop. Putting 

the current results up for discussion in a next meeting similar to the original technical 

meeting may enable the collection of feedback for next steps. 

Additional feedback can be gathered by integrating Structured Language further in 

the Remote Maintenance process in the RHSC. This would for example allow certain 

tasks to be executed automatically or resources to be allocated as soon as a task is 

scheduled. 

Investigating which resources or tasks cause the schedules to require much slack to 

be workable can point to how improvement of schedules’ performance can take place. 

The scheduling algorithm is a prototype and not the final version. In new iterations, 

the robustness calculations can be repeated along the lines of this thesis to re-validate its 

results. 

For determining robustness, a new metric measuring slack between resources could 

be taken into account. 

Covering uncertainty in ITER from a different aspect, tests can be written which 

simulate the failure of a resource at a point in time, to see what impact this has on the 

schedules performance. 

An interesting point of research would then also be how the quality of schedules 

quality and robustness improves when adding additional resources. 

Apart from inserting sufficient slack to account for the uncertainty, the sources of 

uncertainty can also be addressed directly. By lowering the performance differences 

across operators by for example giving training, the robustness of the schedules will be 

improved. 
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List of abbreviations 

DSL Domain Specific Language 

DSM Diagnostic Shield Module 

HIT Heemskerk Innovative Technology 

IDE Integrated Development Environment 

JET Joint European Tokamak 

KPI Key Performance Indicator 

MSO Mid-Shield Optics 

OSD Operation Sequence Description 

RH Remote Handling 

RHCS Remote Handling Control System 

RHSC Remote Handling Study  Center 

SL Structured Language 

SMA Steering Mirror Assembly 

VR Virtual Reality 
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Appendix A: Structured Language Grammar 

Script returns XBlockExpression: 
 {Script} 
 (program += Function)*; 
 
Function: 
 (annotations += Annotation)* 
 type=LevelDefinition name=ID ('(' ID (',' ID)* ')')? '{' 
  (commands += Command)* 
 '}'; 
 
Annotation: '@'annotation=ID ('=' amount=INT (seconds='s')?)?; 
 
LevelDefinition: 
 'TaskSequence' | 'Task' | 'SubTask'; 
 
Command: command=Feature; 
 
Feature: 

assignment=Assignment | action=Action | loop=Loop | functionCall=FunctionCall; 
 
Assignment: assignee=ID 'is' assigned=FullyQualifiedIdentifier ';'; 
 
AnyIdentifier FullyQualifiedIdentifier | ID; 
 
FullyQualifiedIdentifier: ID ('.' ID)+; 
 
// ToolObject ToolAction [ActionObject [QualifierObject]] 
Action: 
 subject=Subject operation=Operation (object=Object 
(qualifier=Qualifier)?)? 

('or' recovery=RecoveryOptions)? ';'; 
 
Subject: ID; Operation: ID; Object: ID; Qualifier: ID; 
 
RecoveryOptions: type='Recover' function=ID | type='Retry'; 
 
Loop: 
 (annotations += Annotation)* 
 'for all' iterable=AnyIdentifier '{' 
  (functions += FunctionCall) 
 '}'; 
 
FunctionCall: functionName=ID ('(' ID (',' ID)* ')')? ';'; 
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Appendix B: Structured Language Version 2 Input Program 

This file is a Structured Language file based on the Operation Sequence Description for 

the Steering Mirror Assembly replacement in the Upper Port Launcher [13]. 

It first introduces a TaskSequence and its Tasks. The first big task, the UnlockSMA, 

has been worked out in subtasks. Of these subtasks, a few have been worked out in 

steps. Other tasks and subtasks are just stubs: they have been annotated with time 

duration but no more detail is included. 

In this file, Scope, Exceptions, Function Calls and Loops are introduced. 
 

TaskSequence SMA_UPL { 

 Mascot is Workcell.Mascot 

 BoltRunner is ToolTray.BoltRunners._20mm 

  

 StartSituation 

 UnlockSMA 

 PlaceHoistingTool 

 RemoveSMA 

 PlaceSMA 

 RemoveHoistingTool 

 LockSMA 

 WeldingSMA 

} 

 

// demonstration of entire Task, with time usage inferred 

Task UnlockSMA { 

 // scope demonstration, Mascot and BoltRunner should be 

accesible from TaskSequence already 

 TorqueMultiplier is ToolTray.TorqueMultipliers.X10 

  

 StartNew 

 MovefromToolTraytoUPLbyPPT 

 GetTorqueMultiplierfromToolBoxLH or Recover 

FindTorqueMultiplier 

 AttachToolExtensionfromToolBox 

 GetBoltRunnerFromToolBoxRHUnscrew 

 PlaceBoltRunneronToolBoxRH 

 DetachToolExtensiontoToolBox 

 PlaceTorqueMultiplieronToolBoxLH 

 GetBoltRunnerFromToolBoxRHUnscrew 

 

 // loop demonstration 

 for all UPL.SM.CaptiveBolts { 

  UseTorqueMultiplier Subject 

 } 

  

 AttachToolExtensionfromToolBox 

 UseBoltRunnerUnscrew 

 UseBoltRunnerUnscrew 

 DetachToolExtensiontoToolBox 

 PlaceBoltRunneronToolBoxRH 

 EndTask 

} 

 

// recovery task demonstration 

@Duration = 60 

Task FindTorqueMultiplier { 

 DRO check Building 

} 
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// multi-operator & property inferring demonstration 

SubTask MovefromToolTraytoUPLbyPPT { 

 RO unlock Mascot Z 

 CD align Mascot Z 

 RO lock Mascot Z 

 RO lock Mascot Arms 

 RO lock Mascot Grippers 

 RO lock Mascot X_Y_Z 

 RO lock Crane Winch 

  

 // readable operation 

 @Readable CD check trajectory to storage area for obstacles 

 CD trajectoryCheck 

  

 RO unlock Mascot X_Y  

  

 // ignore 'to', 'into', 'before', ... demonstration 

 DRO run PPT to ToolTray  

  

 RO lock Mascot X_Y 

 RO unlock Mascot Z 

 CD align Mascot Z 

 RO lock Mascot Z 

} 

 

// exception demonstration 

@Exceptions NoTorqueMultiplier 

SubTask GetTorqueMultiplierfromToolBoxLH { 

 RO unlock Mascot Arms 

 RO unlock Mascot Gripper.LH  

  

 // exception demonstration 

 MO connect Mascot.Gripper.LH TorqueMultiplier.Gripper or 

NoTorqueMultiplier 

 DRO check TorqueMultiplier connection 

 RO lock Mascot Gripper.LH 

} 

 

// input variable demonstration 

@Inputs CaptiveBolt 

Subtask UseTorqueMultiplier { 

 MO place TorqueMultiplier CaptiveBolt 

 DRO check TorqueMultiplier position 

 MO place BoltRunner TorqueMultiplier 

 MO applyTorque TorqueMultiplier CaptiveBolt.requiredTorqued  

 DRO check TorqueMultiplier torque 

 MO remove BoltRunner TorqueMultiplier 

 MO remove TorqueMultiplier CaptiveBolt 

 

} 

 

// SUBTASK STUBS 

@Duration = 220s 

SubTask StartNew {} 

 

@Duration = 35s 

SubTask AttachToolExtensionfromToolBox {} 

 

@Duration = 30s 

SubTask GetBoltRunnerFromToolBoxRHUnscrew {} 

 

@Duration 60s 
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SubTask PlaceBoltRunneronToolBoxRH {} 

 

@Duration 20s 

SubTask DetachToolExtensiontoToolBox {} 

 

@Duration 50s 

SubTask PlaceTorqueMultiplieronToolBoxLH {} 

 

@Duration 40s 

SubTask UseBoltRunnerUnscrew {}  

 

@Duration 40s 

SubTask EndTask {} 

 

// TASK STUBS 

@Duration 1 

Task StartSituation {} 

 

@Duration 29 

Task PlaceHoistingTool {} 

 

@Duration 29 

Task RemoveSMA {} 

 

@Duration 28 

Task PlaceSMA {} 

 

@Duration 25 

Task RemoveHoistingTool {} 

 

@Duration 21 

Task LockSMA {} 

 

@Duration 35 

Task WeldingSMA {} 
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